The Common Press
The Common Press was the printer’s only choice for
about 350 years. Presses using a screw mechanism had
been used since ancient times for cheese-making & oil
production, and had been adapted to print from wood
blocks before Gutenberg. He may have refined the detail, and found better inks than before, but no details
have survived the secrecy he surrounded his work
with.
The press was basically two vertical sides (the
cheeks) with a flat platform between them (the bed), onto
which a flat plate (platen) was pressed by a large simple
wood screw, turned by a long lever. The forces required for an impression depend on the area in contact at the point of printing, and this was therefore
limited by the strength of the structure: being wood,
this was not large. To assist, the press was often aided
with props to the ceiling joists of the building it was in.
Manufacturing the press was a standard carpentry job, except for the wooden screw, or in particular,
the internally threaded beam it went through, although again, such items had long been made for
other devices. A few fixing were made of iron. The
timber was usually oak for strength.
The bed could slide out from under the platen,
so the forme of type could be placed on it, and a
hinged pair of frames folded out from on top of it: one
was a sheet of parchment or cloth on which the paper
to be printed was laid, the other an open frame (the
frisket) which held the paper in place while it was
folded down onto the forme. The press in the illustration is shown with these frames folded out.
The paper was hand made, and different from
modern paper in two ways. Firstly, it had irregular
edges (known as deckle edges), making accurate positioning impossible using the edges. Pins (like drawing

pins) attached to the parchment or cloth frame were
used to spike it, and for a second printing, the holes
left could be used to reposition the paper exactly. Secondly, it was very rough, and to ensure that the print
was clear, the paper had to be softened by damping
before printing, letting the type compress the paper
enough to reach the bottom of the crevices between
the fibres.
Inking was done by dabbing the printing surface
all over with two ink balls, much like boxing gloves.
They were made of leather filled with wool. The press
would usually be operated by two men,
one placing the paper, the other inking,

A common press in operation: the frisket
can be clearly seen on the left, the printed
sheet being removed next, then the 2-page
forme being inked with two ink balls. The
lever for printing is seen projecting towards
the viewer. The operator inking would pull
the lever towards himself to print, using the
angled foot-support on the floor to help.
The platen looks a later version with a
metal back. Note the various realistic
touches: the scraps of paper in the pile of
printed sheets marking the count, the tools
(scissors, bodkin, hammer for quoins, &
hour glass) on the press. Two spare ink
balls (for colour?) hang at the back.

assisted by a boy (the printer’s devil) who took away the sheets to
hang up to dry, and did the with menial tasks.
The speed of operation depended on a great many factors: how big the area being printed being the main one.
Typical speeds for commercial work would have been a few
hundred sheets an hour at the most. Each colour was printed
separately.
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John B Easson at The Quarto Press. Typeset in Baskerville.
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